In this paper we first define hypermonogenic solutions of the Dirac operator in R p × R q and study some basic properties, e.g., obtaining a Cauchy integral formula in the unit hemisphere. Hypermonogenic solutions form a natural function class in classical Clifford analysis. After that, we define the corresponding hypermonogenic plane wave solutions and deduce explicit methods to compute these functions.
Introduction
Clifford analysis is nowadays a well established generalization of the classical complex analysis in higher dimensions. It is a function theory for solutions of the Dirac operator ∂ x = m j=1 e j ∂ x j , where {e 1 , ..., e m } produces the Clifford algebra R m by the defining relations e i e j + e j e i = −2δ ij . One of the key features of the Dirac operator is its SO(m) rotation invariance. The effect of this feature may be seen in every part of the theory. This inspired also look for more general operators, acting on Clifford algebra valued functions, but with a "weaker" symmetry (for example a subgroup of SO(m)). On example of these is the so called modified Dirac operator defined by Heinz Leutwiler and Sirkka-Liisa Eriksson. Their idea is to add an extra generator e and then generate the Clifford algebra R m+1 by the defining relations e i e j + e j e i = −2δ ij , e 2 = −1 and ee j = −e j e. They obtained the operator, called the modified Dirac operator
where e· denoted the interior multiplication and p is a natural number. This operator is SO(m) invariant only with respect to e-axis, not anymore to the whole space. In this paper we deduce a correspondence between the set of the null solutions of the modified Dirac operator M and the solutions of the biaxial Dirac operator ∂ x + ∂ y . In particular, for f = A + eB we obtain that , where r = |x|. We will call these functions hypermonogenic solutions of the Dirac operator; they are special biaxial monogenic functions.
In the first Section 3 we study hypermonogenic functions as special biaxial solutions of the Dirac equation and we present the corresponding Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension formula. In the next section we obtain a Cauchy formula for hypermonogenic functions in the upper half-ball, resulting from Cauchy's formula for biaxial monogenics in the unit ball. In the next section we construct a family of plane wave hypermonogenic solutions by applying Funk-Hecke's formula to an integral of plane wave monogenic function. Examples are given in the last section, in particular using the monogenic Fourier kernel exp( x, t + i y, s )(t + is). This example is expressed in terms of Bessel functions and it also can be obtained by applying the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension formula. This is the starting point for Fourier analysis and Radon transforms for hypermonogenic solutions.
Preliminaries
Let us now recall some standard facts from theory of Clifford algebra and analysis. We denote by R m the real Clifford algebra generated by the symbols {e 1 , ..., e m } satisfying the defining relations e i e j + e j e i = −2δ ij , for i, j = 1, ..., m, where δ ij is the well known Kronecker symbol. We may consider the Euclidean vector space R m as a natural embedded subspace of R m with the embedding (x 1 , ..., x m ) → x := m j=1 x j e j . Similarly, we define the complex Clifford algebra by C m = R m ⊗ C and consider C m as its subspace. If we define the increasing k-list by A = {(i 1 , ..., i k ) : 0 ≤ i l ≤ m, i 1 + ... + i m = k, i 1 < ... < i k } and put |A| = k we may write basis elements of a Clifford algebra by e A := e i 1 ...e i k . Then an element a ∈ R m (or a ∈ C m ) will be expressed as a sum a = n k=0 |A|=k a A e A where a A ∈ R (or a A ∈ C). In R m we define the euclidean inner product by x, y = (xy + yx). The last term is a linear combination of basis elements e i e j , where i < j, and denoted by
(xy − yx). These operators may be generalized as follows. In the Clifford algebra R m we may define the subspaces of k-multivectors as R
Then we may split the multiplication of a vector and of an k-multivector as
where the interior and exterior multiplication are
Since an arbitrary element a ∈ R m admits the multivector decomposition a = m k=0 a k , where a k ∈ R (k) m we may define the multiplications as
Let us now consider functions f : Ω → R m where Ω is an open subset of R m . We say that these functions, which are of the form
are differentiable, integrable etc. if their component functions f A have these properties. The fundamental differential operator in theory of Clifford analysis is the so called Dirac operator, defined by
and its square equals the Laplacian −∆ x , that is,
A differentiable Clifford algebra valued function f , defined on some open set Ω ⊂ R m , is called (left) monogenic (resp. right) if ∂ x f = 0 (resp. f ∂ x = 0) on Ω. Monogenic functions have many nice function theoretic properties, see [2, 3] . On fundamental feature is the Cauchy integral formula. In this paper we need it in the following special case. Consider monogenic functions f : Ω → R m , where Ω ⊂ R m contains the unit ball B 1 = {x ∈ R m : |x| < 1}. The surface of the unit ball is the unit sphere S m−1 = {x ∈ R m : |x| = 1}.
Theorem 2.1 (Cauchy formula on the unit ball, [2] ). Let f : Ω → R m be a monogenic function and
where λ m−1 is the measure of S m−1 and the vectorial surface element dσ(η) = ηdS(η) is the product of the outwart pointing normal unit vector η on the sphere and the scalar surface element dS(η).
On the unit sphere we will need also the following integral formula. Theorem 2.2 (Funk-Hecke, [10] ). Let ξ, η ∈ S m−1 and suppose ψ(t) is continuous for −1 ≤ t ≤ 1. Then for every spherical harmonic H k of degree k
where C k is a Gegenbauer polynomial and (a) k the Pochhammer symbol.
Hypermonogenic solutions in biaxial domains
In the beginning of 90's Heinz Leutwiler together with Sirkka-Liisa Eriksson defined the so called hypermonogenic functions (see e.g. [5, 9] ). They are functions f : Ω ⊂ R q+1 + → R q+1 which are defined on the open subset of the upper half-space R q+1 + = {(r, y) ∈ R × R q : r > 0}, take values in the Clifford algebra R q+1 associated to a quadratic form (re + y) 2 = −r 2 − |y| 2 and belong to the kernel of the so called modified Dirac operator
where e · f denotes the interior multiplication operator and p a natural number.
The theory of hypermonogenic functions, or briefly, the hypermonogenic function theory is related to a hyperbolic upper half-space model. The theory have it's own advantages, e.g., paravector power functions may be included in the kernel of the operator. Also integral formulas are studied and a wide class of special solutions. The reader may find more information and recent research results for example in [5, 6, 7, 9] .
Let us now show, how these hypermonogenic functions may be seen as a special case of monogenic functions. Our fundamental idea is to consider r as a norm of some extra p-vector variable x, that is r = |x|. Considering only radial functions with respect to x, we have
∂ r B and we may denote e = e · (eB). If we consider now functions A and B, which are radial with respect to x and take their values in a Clifford algebra R q associated to a quadratic form y 2 = −|y| 2 , we have that
e · (A + eB). This motivates us to make the following definition. Definition 3.1 (Hypermonogenic solutions). Let f : Ω ⊂ R p × R q → C p+q be a differentiable function. Hypermonogenic solutions of the Dirac operator are functions of the form
Let us now find a generalized Cauchy-Riemann system for hypermonogenic solutions.
B(|x|, y) is a hypermonogenic solution, if and only if
The system is easy obtain using this formula.
In the heart of this paper are functions with the series representation
All monogenic functions of this form 1 are hypermonogenic solutions. For example, in the second part of the paper, these type of solutions are crucial when we consider the so called plane wave solutions. We can also find hypermonogenic solutions of this form as follows.
The Vekua type system in the preceding proposition allows us to construct hypermonogenic solutions using Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension in higher codimensions, see [3] . Hypermonogenic solutions are determined by the restriction A(0, y) to the surface x = 0, that is, starting from a given function A(y) we may establish its Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension A(|x|, y) + x |x| B(|x|, y).
Let us now take an open set Ω ⊂ R p ×R q , which is SO(p) invariant and denote Ω = Ω∩R q assuming this to be non empty. In a neighbourhood of this set, we may construct a hypermonogenic function, when f 0 (y) is given, as follows.
Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Cauchy-Kovalevskaya extension [3] ). Let f 0 (y) be an analytic function in Ω. Then there exists a unique sequence {f j (y)} ∞ j=1 of analytic functions such that the series
is convergent in a neigbourhood U ⊂ R p × R q of Ω and its sum f is a hypermonogenic solution in U . The function f 0 (y) is determined by the relation
Furthermore, the sum f is formally given by the expression
where J is a Bessel function and ∆ y is the the formal square root of the Laplacian.
1 One may find, that in this case A =
Also in the paper [4] the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya problem in the biaxial framework was studied. The aim of that paper was to find a hypermonogenic solution of the form
where F j (y) are weight functions and W (y) is a given initial function whereby F 0 (y) = 1, c 0 = 1 and ∂ x (c j x j ) = c j−1 x j−1 . Three explicit examples of hypermonogenic solutions were computed by choosing the initial function to be a Gaußian function, a CliffordBessel function of biaxial type and the Kummer's function respectively.
Cauchy's integral formula for Hypermonogenic solutions in the unit ball
In this section we derive a Cauchy's formula for hypermonogenic solutions using the Cauchy's formula of monogenic functions. We restrict our study only to the case where the domain is the unit ball in R p+q . We assume that a hypermonogenic solution f is defined in a set, which contains a unit ball. The corresponding unit sphere S p+q−1 ⊂ R p+q may be expressed using polar coordinates as a product
and then, in these coordinates, a point η ∈ S p+q−1 may be expressed as
with ω ∈ S p−1 ⊂ R p , ν ∈ S q−1 ⊂ R q and θ is the angle between vectors η and ω with 0 ≤ θ ≤ . We want to point out, that y ⊥ ω, x ⊥ ν and ω ⊥ ν. If |x + y| < 1 then the Cauchy formula for a function f over a unit ball is now
where dσ(η) = ηdS(η). Pulling back the scalar volume element dS(η) from the sphere S p+q−1 into the preceding decomposition (2) via polar coordinates (3), we obtain
Writing the Cauchy integral using the preceding coordinates, we have
where dΓ(θ, ν) = cos p−1 (θ) sin q−1 (θ)dS(ν)dθ.
In the preceding case, a hypermonogenic solution
takes the form
on the sphere. We see that funtions A and B do not depend on the variable ω and we may simplify the innermost integral. We compute the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. We may write + (x + y) cos(θ)ωA + sin(θ)νωB + ωB.
Then we obtain
where the last integral is zero, because the integrand is an odd function with respect to ω (see [8] ). This proves the lemma. 
where τ = |x| 2 + cos 2 (θ) + |y − sin(θ)ν| 2 , r = |x| and 2 F 1 is a hypergeometric function.
Proof. Since x − cos(θ)ω ⊥ y − sin(θ)ν, we have
where τ = |x| 2 + cos 2 (θ) + |y − sin(θ)ν| 2 . We denote r = |x| and ξ = x r ∈ S p−1 . Then we obtain, using Funk-Hecke theorem, that
Recall the Euler's formula for hypergeometric functions (see e.g.
which converge for |z| < 1 and b > 0. Changing new variables t = 2s − 1, we obtain the integral
If we take a = 
.
Hence,
Then we have
, which depends only on |x| and y.
Using the preceding lemmas, we obtain the following Cauchy's formula
A + (x + y)(sin(θ)νA − cos(θ)B) I(|x|, y; θ, ν)dΓ(θ, ν)
B(|x|, y) we obtain the Cauchy's formulas for A and B parts of the function separately. where dΓ(θ, ν) = cos p−1 (θ) sin q−1 (θ)dS(ν)dθ.
Hypermonogenic Plane Wave Solutions
In this section our aim is to give a definition for hypermonogenic plane wave solutions. In general, plane wave solutions in Clifford analysis are solutions of the Dirac operator depending only on inner products of the variable with the unit normal vector of the wave's direction of propagation. Monogenic plane waves are allways complex valued functions of the form f ( x, s )s, where s 2 = 0 and f (z) is a holomorphic function. To find a right definition for hypermonogenic plane waves, we consider, as an example, a biaxial monogenic plane wave
where τ ∈ C p and σ ∈ C q . This function is monogenic if τ + σ is a null vectors, i.e.,
We may take τ = t and σ = is, where t ∈ S p−1 and s ∈ S q−1 . Then we have
Since hypermonogenic solutions are radial with respect to x, we may radialize the function h by integrating it over t ∈ S p−1 , i.e., we define the function
Now we want to see the proper form of this integral for a definition. We start from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. There exist functions A and B such that g(x, y) = A + iBs.
Proof. We compute
We obtain the following explicit expressions for these functions.
Proposition 5.2. The function A is of the form
where
Proof. Using binomial theorem we have
We recall that for odd integrands the above integral is zero (see [8] ), i.e.,
For even integrands we use the Funk-Hecke formula with H 1 (x) = x, ψ(u) = u 2j+1 and
Then as a routine integration we obtain
, that is
Proposition 5.3. The function B is of the form
Proof. Similarly as in the preceding proposition, we compute
and since t → x, t 2j+1 is an odd function we obtain
Using Funk-Hecke formula, where H 0 (x) = 1,
Substituting these to the original formula, we have
We see that we may write the monogenic function g of the form
This motivates us to define hypermonogenic plane waves as monogenic functions of the form
where functions C j and D j are complex valued differentiable functions of one complex variable. This definition is a good starting point for the construction of the hypermonogenic plane waves and we will exploit it later. Developing this series expansion in terms of powers of |x|, we see that functions are always of the following form. It is obvious, that the hypermonogenic plane wave solutions are hypermonogenic solutions.
Next we derive a system for coeffecient functions of a HPW of the form (4) and for that we recall
where we may briefly denote
Proposition 5.5. A function F (x, y, s ) of the form (4) is a hypermonogenic plane wave if and only if
where t = y, s and it is determined by its initial functions C 0 (t) and D 0 (t).
Proof. First we have ∂ y C j ( y, s ) = sC j ( y, s ).
completing the proof.
Two methods to find hypermonogenic plane waves
In this section, we describe two methods that show how to construct hypermonogenic plane wave solutions. The first method uses series of the form (4) and we illustrate it with the following example.
Proposition 6.1. If we look for a HPW of the form
where in addition (j/2)! = Γ(j/2 + 1). In the product p(2 + p) · · · (j − 2 + p), there are j/2 elements. Then we have
where in the last line we use a classical identity of the Gamma functions. Hence we obtain
When j is odd, we observe that 2 j−1
. Then we have
where (
). In the product p(2
elements. Then we have
As a consequence,
This way we obtain the solution
Since Γ(j + 1) = j! we obtain
Since a hypermongenic plane wave must be a radial function with respect to the variable x, we need to integrate over the sphere t ∈ S p−1 and then we have the function G(x, y, s ) = S p−1 e x,t +i y,s (t + is)dS(t).
Nowit suffices to compute the integral using the Funk-Hecke formula, which we will do in the next proposition. As a result we obtain a hypermonogenic plane wave solution. This example demonstrate the general idea of the method. Making the summary, instead of function (7), we may start from an any monogenic plane wave and radialize it integrating with respect to t. This integral may be computed by using Funk-Hecke formula. The resulting function will be a hypermonogenic plane wave. Proposition 6.3. The preceding function G(x, y, s ) is a hypermonogenic plane wave and can be written as
where I is a modified Bessel function.
Proof. We observe that we may write G in the form Let us now compute the integrals. We define x = rv, where v ∈ S p−1 . Funk-Hecke formula gives us
We recall the integral representation to a modified Bessel function (Re(ν) > − Let us recall the following differentiation formula for modified Bessel functions
Using these, we have Conclutions In this paper we define a new subclass for the class of monogenic functions in the biaxial case. This function class is called the class of hypermonogenic solutions. After the definition, we provide methods to find hypermonogenic solutions. This is important to be sure that this class of functions is interesting to study. After that, we deduce the Cauchy formula for the upper hemisphere. One interesting topic in future studies would be to find Cauchy formulas for more general manifolds. In the last part, we present a proper definition for hypermonogenic plane wave solutions and deduce two explicit methods to compute these.
